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ABSTRACT: This essay deals with the didactics of the historical construction techniques in Italy. It does not deal
with the training of the operators as much as with the competences that are considered necessary in order to
plan the intervention on ancient buildings. From the result of the research it can be inferred how a huge number of graduation courses foresee teachings are related to the restoration discipline, although often within the
humanistic faculties, while those specifically dedicated to the analysis of ancient constructions are very
scarce. The declared importance of the existing heritage is, in fact, not reflected in the construction of educational paths adequate for a renewed concept of protection of ancient buildings.

INTRODUCTION
The study of the historical construction techniques, particularly those related to the diffused building material, is
a rather recent field that has not been sufficiently explored yet.
There are various reasons for this: particularly in Italy one is the strong and enduring influence of a Crocian matrix in the studies of history of architecture and more generally in the studies of art history, and another is a tendency towards the devaluation of the “know-how” compared to other forms of knowledge considered “nobler”. Only in relatively recent years has there been found room for requests that have determined the
recapture and conferred the actuality of the studies of historical construction, among which:
- the need for rich and articulate ways of reading forms centred on the “original document” (the building itself in its matter);
- the overcoming of abstract schemes that tend to highlight the similitude among objects rather than their
significant differences;
- the possibility to combine advanced analytical methods belonging to experimental sciences with hypotheses and interpretative methods of historical type;
- the practical relapses with the scope of more and better conservation of the historical construction matter;
- the urgency to know and document a heritage which, in spite of intensified research, is still largely unknown,
ad thus risk extinction simply due to ignorance or the uncritical application of unsuitable requalification
methods.
The reasons that I have alluded to help us understand the fact that the historical construction techniques have
had and still have a great importance especially within the discipline of restoration.
This essay is in fact the conclusion of a research project called “Knowledge of the historical construction techniques; records and innovative tools for the diffusion of and appliability to the conservation process”, carried
out by scholars from the architectural restoration field from various university faculties where the relevant topic
has been reconsidered in its historical development and present outcomes, through the investigation of what
has been published in Italy on the matter during the last three decades (The first part of the research is constituted by the site www.tecnichecostruttive.it). However, the didactical aspect has not been considered – par-
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ticularly how and where the construction techniques of the past are being taught in the Italian faculties of architecture and engineering – a theme that naturally constitutes another nuance of the connection that links
knowing and preserving.

Figures 1-3: The general geometric and photographic relief of windows, doors etc. (in this particular case it’s
about Villa Reale of Monza) allows the comprehension of the production and decoration techniques of elements, that are often underconsidered, but that have a plurality of functions. The reliefs and the analysis are
made by E. Codenotti, La Villa Reale di Monza tra storia e cultura materiale: i serramenti, i pavimenti, le boiseries, tesi di laurea, facoltà di Architettura e Società, Politecnico di Milano, A.A. 2003 2004, relatori S. Della Torre
V. Pracchi
Going backwards: notes on training
The training of those who worked on the buildings between 1800 and 1900 was linked to experience, to the
autoptical exam of the monument to be dissected in order to reproduce its details in a sketchbook and comprehend the logic of it often to reproduce it. Weights and balances were evaluated to correct errors or unbalances that had arisen with the passing of time and the reasoning was based upon the principle of the analogy
of historical shapes. The very preambles of the restoration are found in a period where architects worked
through a unitary know-how and did not distinguish between new and ancient methods: the practices they
used were mainly the same and they entered the building’s organism with a mastery and custom on the technical level but an often remarkably easy manner in thought.
The change occurred when the terminology and the technically realizable possibilities changed significantly
and this happened in the very years where the main faculties of architecture were founded.
This is not the place for an analysis of the educational curriculum that was discussed and foreseen in the 1920’s
or the changes the faculties started to apply little by little but in order to understand what happened we will
use only one flash-back: let us measure the distance between what was taught and how (i.e. what needs did
a recently united state have in terms of infrastructures, buildings etc) by examining La pratica del fabbricare
by Carlo Formenti (1893), teacher of Practical Architecture at the Politecnico di Milano from 1898 until 1907,
and the manual by Ernesto Griffini from 1932 (Costruzione razionale della casa) where we find the apotheosis
of the new building systems, new materials and new finishings, (let us not forget the Dizionario dei nuovi materiali per l’edilizia by the same author): the repetition of the term new is not casual.
Griffini also taught Adorned and Architectural Drawing at the Politecnico in 1933 to engineers and Practical
Architecture to architects (the same subject Formenti taught) which in 1939 changed name to Construction
Elements.
A crucial passage took place for us during this time span where the construction elements in question were
clearly those of modern age.
In order to understand the timing consider that Giuseppe Pagano ran Casabella in the same period and in
1933 he published the project for a house with steel structure whose prototype was presented at the fifth Triennale.
The important thing, not only in teaching, is to keep up with a production structure and the industrialization of
the building sector, which may well constitute the most distinguishing feature of those years.
The development of the construction science follows the same path.
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The studies of the statics and stability of the wall structures had in fact undergone a continuous abandonment during the second half of the twentieth century. The final codification of the theory of elasticity, the
acquired awareness that this theory could only with difficulty include (based upon the determination of
models) the wall structures (which in their continuous and three-dimensional constitution could only with
great difficulty be subject to reductive and arbitrary schemes), the fast-growing assertion of the new techniques (of iron and reinforced concrete) the decline faced with the scientific progress, of the empiric
method the traditional wall structures had always been based on had led to a sort of abandonment on behalf of the construction science of the question to define a theory for the wall structures. (Calderini 2003, p.
98)
Gradually we witness the progressive disappearance of the traditional techniques themselves and parallelly
the tradition in the studies, which could have at least allowed an understanding of the workings of the historical buildings is missing.
So if we wanted to concentrate in few lines what is discussed here we could tell a story that has been told
many times before and occurred in the same manner in profoundly different fields: the just tension towards the
future caused the study and teaching of innovation, what is about to happen, because we already know
what has been; until, after some decades, we are no longer able to understand what has been, because, in
the meantime, that which seems obvious and everybody’s heritage has turned into a fossil of unknown significance.
The construction technology in the period going from the aftermath of WWII to the end of the 1960’s revolves around the centrality of both the functional and the expressive potentials of the bearing structures in
reinforced concrete, marking the rapid abandonment of traditional techniques, among which the bearing
walls and the use of tiles, that the previous didactics and manuals, together with a vast material culture of
regional imprint, had subjected to rich in-depth analyses; this unstoppable decay of the traditional construction methods and the abandonment of research in this sector marks then, the 1970’s with the resumption of the cultural and political debate about the preservation and recovery of the construction heritage
within totally transformed urban and economic scenarios, a serious lack of knowledge and the necessity to
seize this emptiness. (Schiaffonati, 1988, p. 654)
By this time the incapacity to comprehend the ancient construction techniques for the architect from the
modern schools was sadly evident, particularly the restoration architect. Many voices stated the difficulty to intervene e.g. in recovering historical city centers without the competences on both the structural and the projectural levels on ancient structures.
The teaching of construction techniques in the Italian faculties today
In order to find in nuce an approach to the historical construction techniques that are as close as possible to
today we must revert to the end of the 1970’s when a series of contemporary causes, and consequently the
symptoms of a different culture, caused the investigation of ancient buildings to slowly assume more relevance or, however, the investigations to be carried out with purpose that was not linked to the formal aspects
of historical buildings alone.
So if the attention related to this subject has grown sensibly over the past thirty years we must now examine
whether this commitment has also influenced the teachings within the faculties of the universities.
Faced with a continuous mediatic bombing where the economic salvation of the nations is evoked, thanks to
the more or less intensive exploitation of the Italian deposit of cultural heritage, in what way have the Italian
universities trained the professional figures that should take care of them?
Which professional profile and required competences and for which activities? The subject of the study and
teaching of historical construction techniques only make up a small part of the question, albeit, in our opinion,
a rather central one.
First it is important to understand that the naming of the courses is free in Italy, so in order to understand how
and where the study of historical construction techniques is taught, historically it is part of the studies related to
restoration, it is necessary to discover in what graduation courses the teaching of subjects belonging to the
subject of restoration is obligatory and from there start looking for the faculties that have activated the
graduation courses that comprise these subjects. The winding research at first makes it clear that restoration is
taught in many faculties (97) with a remarkably high number of courses (thousands) if related to the number of
regular teachers of the area (149), subordinately the regular teachers teach little outside of the graduation
courses activated in the faculties of architecture and engineering and thus the majority of teaching in the
humanistic faculties (including specific restoration courses) is entrusted to contractors or teachers belonging to
other disciplinary sectors.
The third consideration is to do with the training profiles defined by the graduation classes, in fact if you read
the path of the studies foreseen in those graduation courses that regard restoration and the possible occupational prospects you clearly see how dealing with cultural resources (broadly speaking but also referring specifically to architecture) is mainly seen by the humanistic faculties (with a ratio of almost one to two) thus
opening the debate of teaching aspects of architecture as structural problems, or related to metric questions
as reliefs etc that require a specific training.
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If you consider the subject of historical construction techniques it becomes incomprehensible how this subject
can be taught without thinking that drawing, measuring, understanding the working of complex and threedimensional objects should be part of it.
In the cases where the courses are specifically dedicated to the subject of ancient construction (with various
titles such as Building characteristics of historical Construction, Theories and techniques of historical construction, Planning foundations for historical construction, History of construction techniques, Construction History
etc) mainly two typologies of teaching are highlighted: one can be traced back to the structural field (the investigation of ancient construction is necessary to comprehend how it works and to plan the intervention), the
second one is of a more historical nature and focuses especially on the investigation on the document or object and from there investigates the construction manner.
Furthermore in the didactical programmes you often note a gap between the history of the materials (how is a
brick made, at which temperature is it burned) and the analysis of the structure or the knowledge related to
how it has been carried out. We can thus deduce that the investigations of the single materials or the construction elements, the chemical physical analyses, in all cases the complete lack of connection to e.g. the
social and production rules is evident.
In addition there is a preference for a chronological order in the history of construction in extended periods
(the Greeks, the Romans etc) with the obvious consequence of a strong generalization. Contrarily it has not
been chosen to reason on the construction techniques in a narrow geographical area, delaying and, if necessary, constructing local chronological keys for comprehension: a local history that deals with a circumscribed
environment and obliges the construction of a richer, more detailed construction history.
Based on this very synthetic picture some questions follow:
Why is the study of the historical construction techniques a scarcely practiced discipline?
-

Because of the complexity, variety and vastness of the subject;
Because it is necessary to be in continuous touch with the matter;
Because we still know very little and this complicates research;
Because evidently it is not considered particularly useful for the intervention.

Where has most work been carried out around the subject?
An area where a lot of work has been done is the structural one, particularly the area linked to the consequences of natural catastrophes (especially earthquakes) both concerning planning safer interventions for the
future as well as those concerning answering the possible demand for constructing “as it was” whatever it is
that has been destroyed.
The significant steps ahead have been witnessed also by the legislative development in the subject which
presently allows the use of less invasive intervention categories than in the past.
Another field is the one which has tried to answer the question related to “how was it done” or put in other
terms “What history for restoration?”, to repropose the techniques of the past today. It is a trend that has
caused great debates that, given the size of this text, it is not the case to discuss here.
A more recent segment inside the discipline of restoration looks to the knowledge of the historical construction
techniques related to the maintenance activities that should be carried out continuously (planned preservation). The knowledge of the ancient techniques finds a more direct link to the repairing practices than to the
restoration techniques. Repairing something without knowing in depth the materials it is made of, the techniques, becomes rather difficult.

Figure 4: The relief and the analysis of wall sections is useful for many reasons: particularly to avoid looking at
the walls as bidimensional elements. Well made walls, as in one case in the picture, can be walls that work
badly. Reliefs made by V. Lodigiani, V. Manzoni, S. Refaldi, Murature tradizionali nell’area lariana: materiali
tecnologie e comportamento strutturale, tesi di laurea, facoltà di Architettura Politecnico di Milano, A.A. 1993
1994, relatori L. Binda, S. Della Torre, S. Abbaneo.
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Why study and teach the historical construction techniques?
In order to answer it is necessary to return to the question, because without acknowledging the value constituted by the buildings material archives (the material culture) the sense of a preservation act diminishes profoundly. On the contrary it seems that the question “how do you restore?” has been more important than
“how is everything made and why is it made in this way?” up to today although the answer to the latter one
provides many of the reasons for the restoration.
Once again we could add why it is impossible to restore a building without knowing the services it can offer in
order to make up for possible lacks and weaknesses in a strictly proportioned way.
However, it is important to clarify that there is a tendency, perhaps in an excessively axiomatic way, to sustain
that the knowledge of the traditional construction techniques is in itself a guarantee for the best, most efficient
preservation practice. But this idea results in forcing and the link is not easily proved. In fact although you accept that knowing is a necessary condition for operating better it is not a sufficient condition.
Sustaining that a knowledge of the traditional construction techniques automatically ensures better preservation is not true, whereas knowledge often ensures at least respect and attention.
As a conclusion we must avoid to create the misunderstanding that the ancient techniques are good and the
modern ones are not, the knowledge helps find appropriate solutions suitable for every single case and it is not
important if we are in the field of traditional or modern techniques.

Figure 5: The analysis of the ancient graffiti, the meaning of which we know little, is useful to understand the
mentality of the people frequenting historical buildings. The reliefs from the oratory of S. Stefano in Lentate sul
Seveso (Milano) have been made by Ludovica Barassi, student in Architectural Faculty, Politecnico of Milan.
What kind of supporting activities are necessary to teach historical construction techniques?
Unless we create research poles according to geographical areas the potential of this research is totally retrenched, these areas could be regional and the research poles should deal with the recording of the proliferation of the data that emerge from the single cases that have been examined and study and compare the
results, furthermore they should plan the methods and define the methodology for the studies on national
level. In fact in this field we often witness the problem of the relation among monographical research projects
that have a certain weight if they are taken into consideration but within the frame of a multiplicity of other
cases. It is obvious that trying to draw conclusions from only one case introduces a way of investigating the
past that is very different from what is necessary if the scope is to examine or file the smallest construction matter of a whole built area.
Typically these research areas, rather than the examination of extraordinary buildings, only make sense in serial
analyses that allow the study of variations or recurrences. The data banks are thus fundamental and the universities could work in this direction.
How could the teaching concerning the historical construction techniques be planned?
The building is today seen as a condensator of experiences and is, due to its nature, at a complex crossroads:
the research on the materials from a chemical physical point of view, on the structures (functioning, moulding,
calculations, intervention techniques), on the workers, on the productive and economic structures of the various times etc. However there seems to be a lack of a vision that combines the various fields of knowledge and
deals with the building sometimes from a building aspect and sometimes through the lens of material culture,
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transforming the teaching in an interdisciplinary laboratory with the aim to explain and experiment a typically
empirical knowledge, that is not based on the project in the present-day sense but is founded on the direct
transmission of practice and adopts a mentality linked to the concept “beautiful-useful”.
Therefore the laboratory structure is the most suitable one not only because of the need for several competences (the structural operator, the research chemist, the anthropologist etc.) but also because the didactical
form actually should unite experiences with drawing, measuring, “disassembly and assembly of the elements”,
combining research and study activities with practical experimental activities. The preservation architect must
link the different views from the single contributions and teach how to position them into the legend of the
building which is the one offered by the stratigraphical analysis: i.e. a typically processual investigation where
the architectural object is acknowledged as the result of a process we only have the final evidence of. In fact
the building is an open system of stratified relations and the stratigraphy is only a legend that goes backwards
through this processuality, a legend that does not only investigate the surface of the object but must also contain the other aspects from the structural to the immaterial ones.

Figure 6: The stratigraphical analysis and the reconstruction of the phases helps the student understand the
constructive process of the building and read it as a sequence inside which he/she may add his/her intervention. (De Grossi, 2000, p. 272)
The process of restoration: where and when should the teaching be placed?
Obviously the answer cannot be given in an abstract sense: it depends on the content of the courses that traditionally make up the process (minimal) of restoration and which in Italy, in the faculties, normally consists in
Theory and restoration history and restoration laboratories (where you learn how to plan the intervention).
If we by the teaching of “Material History of the Building” (the title that in Italian is as close to the sense that we
would like the studies of historical construction techniques to have) mean a coming nearer to restoration, or
even better to the construction mentality of the past then it might be the very first course proposed to students
almost as an introduction that accompanies them in an exploration of the past that unites the traditionally historical approach with the scientific one and the concrete practice.
According to this point of view the necessary competences together with just as fundamental direct experiences it becomes a rather complex subject to teach and probably it should not be entrusted to someone who
is at the beginning of his/her didactical career, however, this is what happens today in the vast majority of the
cases.
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CONCLUSIONS
The attention that is directed towards the so-called cultural heritage has grown sensibly over time without,
however, a corresponding planning of an educational profile suitable for the current needs. The theme of the
historical construction techniques lends itself as litmus paper. How can you deal with activities concerning the
heritage adequately prepared without knowing how it is built, by which workers, with which mentality, knowledge and social structures? How can you give a meaning to the preservation activity without acknowledging
the inherent value of the cultural material represented there?
The awareness of being faced with architectures that, being exactly that, are complex structures leads you to
evaluate the need for renewed didactical approaches, open towards the comprehension of pre-scientific
worlds and the parallel need not to accept any more simplifications from an engineering culture that mixes up
the customary models with reality.

Figures 7- 12: The pictures show an experimental didactic in which the students are asked to produce the suitable tools for the experimenting and confrontation with real situations (in this case structural problems) using
simulations. For the student this means understanding the problem, studying in depth, and through trials and
corrections, finding the most suitable tools to recreate the condition you want to investigate. From G. Colombo, P. Rotondi, S. Venturini, Interpretazione del quadro fessurativo nelle murature. Analisi teorica, modellazione
sperimentale e modellazione numerica, tesi di laurea, facoltà di Architettura Politecnico di Milano, A.A. 1996
1997, relatore L. Jurina.
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